Defensive Driving Quiz – Must get 19 out of 25 questions correct in order to pass quiz.
Multiple Choices: For each of the following questions, circle the letter of the answer that best answers
the question.
1. You accidently cut off a driver when you change lanes and, as he races around you, you can see that
he is yelling at you. What is the best response to prevent his road rage from getting out of hand and
endangering you?
A. Increase your speed to get away
B. Pantomime a shrug and mouth “sorry”
C. Look confident and make eye contact
2. Drivers often take short cuts through residential neighborhoods, placing children in danger. What is
the speed limit on residential streets?
A.
B.
C.
D.
3.

10 mph
15 mph
20 mph
25 mph

Which areas are in the no-zone?

A.
B.
C.
D.

1,2,5,8
2,5,7,8
3,5,6,9
1,7,3,9

4. Waiting for a green light takes less than :
A. 47 seconds
B. 90 seconds
C. 120 seconds
D. 75 seconds
5. True or False? Bicyclists must wait for cars to clear an intersection that has a 4- way stop sign before
they can ride across it.
A .True
B. False
6. How do state employees demonstrate “values” as motorists?

A. Buy demonstrating driving agility an maneuvering expertise
B. By arriving on time at the job site
C. By setting an example as a defensive driver.
7. Who directs traffic in and out of a work zone?
A Police officer
B. Flagger
C. Crew Foreman
8.

How many miles per hour over the speed limit is considered a criminal offence?
A. 21
B. 25
C. 30
D. 35

9.

You are waiting to turn and the light turns yellow. You can’t see oncoming traffic because of a large
SUV waiting to turn on the other side of the intersection. What do you do?
A. Wait until you can see that all of the vehicles coming the other way stop.
B. Accelerate through the intersection before the opposing traffic starts moving.
C. Carefully begin turning into the first lane of the oncoming traffic so that you can see past the SUV,
then accelerate.

10. True or False? If you see this arrow painted on the pavement in the traffic lane, it means that you can
turn or go straight.
A. True
B. False

11. What road marking color separates traffic that is moving in the opposite direction?
A. White

B. Yellow

12. Your car has overheated and you need to add water to the radiator. How do you determine if the
water in the radiator has stopped boiling so that you can add more water?
A. Listen to the radiator until you can no longer hear boiling sounds, look inside the reservoir, and
then open the cap.
B. Check to see if the hose is cool and easy to squeeze, then place a cloth over the radiator cap and
Open slowly.
13. If you are driving at 85 mph in a 65 mph zone, you can be arrested for a criminal offense.
A. True
B. False
14. If you can’t get away from a head-on collision and you are not wearing a shoulder strap, you can
minimize injuries by:
A. Throw yourself across the seat.
B. Brace the steering wheel and placing your feet squarely on the floor
15. Which type of yellow lines means that you can pass when it is safe?
A.

B.

16. True or False? If a vehicle is passing you on a two lane road and you see oncoming traffic, speed up
so that you are not involved in a collision.
A. True
B. False
17. The light changes green as you approach the intersection, what do you do?
A. Increase speed and look both ways before passing through.
B. Slow down and look both ways before passing through.
C. Stop and look both ways before passing through.

18. Where does Arizona rank in the nation for the number of red light runners?
A .1st
B. fiftieth (50)
C. Thirtieth (30)
D. eight (8)

19. Identify five distractions that can lead to an accident when you are driving. Click all that apply A. Change radio station.
B. Shift gears
C. Apply cosmetics
D. Punch in cell phone number
E. Open the window
F. Press the power switch for the air conditioner.
G. Eat fast food
H. Look at the kids in the back seat.
20. How many seconds does a yellow light last?
A. 2-5 seconds
B. 4-7 seconds
C. 3-6 seconds
21. What is the maximum speed between the portable school zone signs in Arizona?
A. 10 mph
B. 20 mph
C. 25 mph
D. 15 mph
22. Flashing lights with a bar that lowers is an example of :
A. An active crossing
B. A passive crossing

23. Defensive Drivers :
A. Drive with speed and agility
B. Do not take risk that could endanger them or others
C. Protect their vehicles with safety devices (airbags, seat belts, ect.)
24. True or False? You can transport unopened containers of alcohol in a state vehicle
A. True
B. False
25. True or False? When it is raining and you need to slow down or stop, gently pump standard brakes or
press anti-lock brakes.
A. True
B. False

